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Abstract:  
 

Numerical modeling offers a great tool for evaluating textile materials and predicting their behavior. 

Many researchers have modeled the behavior of textiles. However, none of these proposed models that 

take into account the effect of time, namely the creep behavior. This phenomenon is of great importance 

when dealing with historical and museographical textile such like tapestries since they are hung for a 

long period of time. And under their own weight will undergo permanent deformations, later in time. In 

this work, we propose a new frame of work that includes a time-dependent visco-elastic network 

responsible of the time-delayed response, and an elastic-plastic network that is able to simulate 

permanent deformations especially in the weak zones of the material.  This mechanical coupling is 

ensured by the use of the rheological model implemented in Abaqus, the two-layers viscoplasticity. It’s 

a well-known model and widely used nowadays to model structures that undergo cyclic behaviors and 

relaxation after forming process. In this work, we first explore this model by mean of a 1D numerical 

integration, which allows a direct parametric study and to highlight its ability to simulate creep: 

primary, secondary and tertiary. Then this model implemented in Abaqus, was used to study the creep 

of hanged tapestries. This needed an analytical formulation of the problem in the tensorial form, the 

tapestry was simulated as a shell. It allows to find the evolution of the tapestry with time and to predict 

the failure zones in tapestries. 

 

Key-words: creep, two-layers viscoplasticity, finite elements method, 

ancient textiles, conservation.  

 

1 Introduction  
 

The so called two-layers viscoplasticity model was initially proposed by Kichenin in 1996 [1] to study 

non-linear viscoelasticity of polyethylene. The “one-dimensional” constitutive model he proposed was 

intended to study the cyclic behavior of this material, namely the creep, stress-relaxation and strain rates 

effect. The model associated a Maxwell branch in parallel with an elastoplastic one with kinematic 

hardening. Later on, this model was implemented into the finite element (FE) tool Abaqus [2] and 
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extended to the three-dimensional. One advantage of this material model is that it allows to assign for 

each non-linear element, different material laws. Such as von-Mises or Hill criteria for the plasticity 

with stress-strain experimental data to be defined for the plastic flow. Regarding the viscous element, 

one can chose from different power laws such as Norton-Hoff law, defined through viscous properties 

found experimentally. 

In the last two decades, the two-layers models has been used to study a wide range of materials. In [3], 

the viscous properties of polymer Nafion was determined using the two-layers models with an inverse 

procedure based on simple indentation test. Berezvai et al [4] used this model to predict the behavior of 

thermoplastic foam during forming procedures. In [5], the fatigue behavior of a metal composites 

polymers was modeled. Then, for our purpose to predict the behavior of ancient textile under their own 

weight, this model seems to be well-adapted. This has been validated through this article, and some of 

the results of tapestries in different configurations are presented. 

 

2 The Two-layers viscoplasticity model 
 

We consider the illustration of this model in Figure 1. It is a parallel coupling of two networks denoted 

[I] and [II]:  

 [I]: gives an elasto-plastic response. To this network, are associated the state variables (tensors) σI and 

ε, representing the stress and strain tensors respectively. Kp is the stiffness tensor associated to the 

elastic contribution in this network (spring) and σy is the yield stress of the plastic mechanism. 

[II]: is a Maxwell-type visco-elastic network. We associate to it, the state variables (tensors) σII and ε. 

KM is the corresponding stiffness tensor. 

The total stress is divided between the two branches of the system, i.e.,  

𝝈 =  𝝈𝑰  +  𝝈𝑰𝑰 (1. 𝑎) 

𝝈 =  𝑲𝒑 ∶  (𝜺 – 𝜺𝒑) +  𝑲𝒗 ∶  (𝜺 – 𝜺𝒗) =   (1 − 𝑓) 𝑬 ∶  (𝜺 – 𝜺𝒑) +  𝑓  𝑬 ∶  (𝜺 – 𝜺𝒗) (1. 𝑏) 

such that, 

f = 
 𝑲𝒗

 𝑲𝒗+𝑲𝒑 
= 

 𝑲𝒗

 𝑬 
 , 𝜺𝒑 and 𝜺𝒗 are respectively the plastic and viscous strain. 

  

We assume the plastic flow as,  

Figure 1 one-dimensional illustration of the rheological model: 2-layers viscoplasticity 
implemented in Abaqus [1] 
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(4) 

�̇�𝐩 =
dℱ(𝛔, α)

d𝛔
(2) 

 
ℱ is the yield function and α  is an internal variable defining the hardening/softening process.  

The viscous deformation is defined through the internal variable �̇�𝐯 (viscous strain rate): 

 

�̇�𝐯 =
𝛔𝐯

η
(3)

where η is the viscosity.  
 

3 Numerical integration scheme 

We considered in our parametric study, different scenarios such as strain as input or stress which allows 

to model for the first a relaxation phenomenon and for the second a creep. Also, different parameters 

where evaluated in order to see their influence. Here, we will only present the scheme of the creep 

phenomenon.  

 

Two time-steps are defined. The first is a loading step (step1), where the stress increase linearly from 

zero to Smax. Followed by a load-holding step (step 2). (Figure 2-a).  

The numerical integration scheme is an incremental step. More details can be found in [6]. Subscript n 

indicates the particular value of a quantity at the beginning of the increment. 
 
 

For the elastoplastic branch 
(rate independent plasticity) 

 

For the Maxwell branch 
(rate dependent elasticity) 

σ n+1
trial = (1 − 𝑓) E (εn+1 − εn

p
) 

ε n+1
ptrial

= ε n
 p

 ; α n+1
trial =  α n ;  

f n+1
trial = |σn+1

trial| − [ σy + K αn] 

If   f n+1
trial ≤ 0 , then   

εn+1
p

=  ε n
 p

; α n+1 =  α n ; σn+1 = σ n+1
trial 

If  f n+1
trial  > 0  

∆𝛾 =  
𝑓 n+1

trial

(1−𝑓)𝐸+𝑘
    

σn+1 =  σ n+1
trial − ∆γ (1 − f)E sign (σ n+1

trial) 

ε n+1
 p

=  ε n
 p

+ ∆γ (1 − f)E sign (σ n+1
trial)  

α n+1 =  α n + ∆γ. 

𝜀 n+1
𝑣 = (1 − 𝑒(

−∆𝑡
𝜏

)) 𝜀𝑛+1 + 𝑒(
−∆𝑡

𝜏
) 𝜀 𝑛

𝑣  

σ n+1
𝑣 = 𝑓 𝐸 (εn+1 − εn+1

v ) 

ct = ct + 𝑓 E e(
−∆t

τ
)
 

∆=
σapp − σ

ct
 

εn+1 = εn+1 + ∆ 

 

4 Parametric study  

For the set of values presented in table 1 we obtained the results shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Results 

confirm that the sum of stresses of both branches will be equal to total applied stress. (Figure 2-a, Figure 

2-b, Figure 2-c]. Then, the most relevant result is the curve in Figure 3. We can see that the model 

captures all three stages of creep: primary, secondary and tertiary.   

 
Table 1 set of values used for the numerical integration 

Young 
Modulus, E 

[MPa] 

Yield 
stress, 

σy [MPa] 

Softening 
modulus, K 

S max 
[MPa] 

Characteristic 

time, 𝜏 [T] 
f 

Step 1 
[T] 

Step 2 
[T] 

1000 8.5 -125 9 2000 0.2 1 5000 

(5) 
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Figure 2 1D numerical integration of the two-layers viscoplasticity: a-total stress. b-stress in branch 1. c-stress in 
branch 2. 

 

Figure 3 the total deformation: Creep (primary, secondary and tertiary) 

5 Validation  

In order to validate our 1D model with the 3D model of Abaqus, we studied the behavior of a beam 

pulled on one surface and with boundary conditions such that it undergoes uni-axial deformation with a 

uniform stress state (Figure 4-a). The evolution of the total deformation with respect to time (Figure 4-

b) confirm the result found previously.  

 

 
 

Figure 4 a-beam analysis using the two-layers viscoplasticity model implemented in Abaqus. b-Total deformation with 
respect to time for an arbitrary point of the beam 

 

6 Modelling ancient textiles: tapestries  

Let the tapestry shown in Figure 5 with dimensions (W x L) equals to 2 x 3 m, and it is 5 mm thick. It 

has a surface density of 15 kg/m2. It is simulated as a shell structure with a rectangular meshing of 1 x 

1 cm in size. The boundary conditions defined on the upper edge simulate a hanging with a Velcro 

system, widely used nowadays. It is subject only to the action of gravity. Orthotropic material properties 

were assigned through Lamina (laminated material) for the elastic element. For the plastic element, Hill 

criteria was used and the plastic flows follows a liner softening response. The viscous part of the material  

was defined through Norton-hoff power law. And the viscosity was considered isotropic. 

σ
 [

M
P

a]
 

σ
I [

M
P

a]
 

σ
II

 [
M

P
a]

 

Time [T] Time  [T] Time  [T] 

Time [T] 

Time [T] 

S max 

ε 

(b) (c) (a) 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 5 shows the equivalent plastic deformation (PEEQ) at two different times. This deformation 

profile is a result of the orthotropic properties. The evolution of total strain with respect to time is given 

in Figure 6.  

 

 

In Figure 7, the hanging is provided using nails 10 cm apart near the top edge. We can clearly see the 

inefficiency of this system. We observe a concentration of stresses around the hanging points. In the last 

case presented, Figure 8, we see the effect of the presence of tears or open slits, which is common for 

tapestries. It shows high degree of deformation around the horizontal slits. While, the vertical slit has 

no considerable effect. 

 

 

 

 

  
Figure 7 tapestry hanged using with pins at 15 cm from each other 

Figure 6 plot of the total deformation with respect to time for the node A 

Figure 5 Simulation of hanged tapestry under its own weight: Equivalent plastic deformation at two different 
time t=5e4 [T] and t=8 e4 [T] 

Node A 

 T=5e4 [T]  T=8e4 [T] 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 8 presence of two open slits in the tapestry  

 

7 Conclusion  

The two-layers viscoplasticity material model was explored through 1D numerical scheme developed 

using the open source code Python. A parametric study was made to see the sensitivity of the model to 

the parameters it involves. One set of these parameters was selected and presented in this article; it 

permits to highlight the creep phenomenon namely the tertiary creep that takes place latter on in time 

and is related to the plastic element being activated. This study was made in the framework of a thesis 

on the mechanical behavior of tapestries by mean of mechanical and numerical modelling. some results 

of tapestries simulations with the two-layers model were presented showing the profile of deformation 

of a hanged tapestry and its evolution with time. This aspect regarding delayed in time behavior of 

tapestries is very important. In museum, tapestries display follows a circulation in order to make it 

possible to display different pieces during the year. This means hanging time could be optimized, to 

limit the degradation. Other aspects were simulated such as hanging with nails and presence of slits.  
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